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Abstract: Adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms optimize the quality of streaming experiences for users
in client-side video players especially in unreliable or slow mobile networks. Several rule-based
heuristic algorithms can achieve stable performance, but they sometimes fail to adapt properly to
changing network conditions. Fluctuating bandwidth may cause algorithms to default to behavior
that creates a negative experience for the user. ABR algorithms can be generated with reinforcement
learning, a decision-making paradigm in which an agent learns to make optimal choices through
interactions with an environment. Training reinforcement learning algorithms for bitrate streaming
requires building a simulator for an agent to experience interactions quickly; training an agent in
the real environment is infeasible due to the long step times in real environments. This project
explores using supervised learning to construct a world-model, or a learned simulator, from recorded
interactions. A reinforcement learning agent trained inside of the learned model, rather than a
simulator, can outperform rule-based heuristics. Furthermore, agents trained inside the learned
world-model can outperform model-free agents in low sample regimes. This work highlights the
potential for world-models to quickly learn simulators, and to be used to generate optimal policies.
Keywords: Reinforcement learning; bitrate streaming; world-models; video streaming; model-based
reinforcement learning

1. Introduction
Determining bitrates for a positive user experience in unreliable or slow mobile networks can be
difficult. Hardcoded algorithms may fail to accurately predict future bandwith, leading to rebuffering,
and users may prefer minimal levels of quality fluctuations. An unreliable network may cause
algorithms to select the lowest quality by default; selecting the highest level that bandwidth can
support may not satisfy user preferences. Existing computer systems tackling this and other related
problems typically make decisions based on heuristics in the form of configuration parameters,
or human-engineered algorithms. However, humans may lack the intuition to tune parameters
or design decision-making algorithms. Reinforcement learning is a machine learning paradigm
where an agent can learn to make optimal decisions through interactions with an environment. The
reinforcement learning paradigm has been applied successfully to bitrate streaming in the Pensieve
project, outperforming rule-based approaches [1]. However, many reinforcement learning algorithms
have high sample-complexity, requiring tens of millions of interactions with the real environment to
learn an optimal policy. Training these algorithms can be severely constrained by the run time and lack
of parallelization in real systems environments. Human-engineered simulators, such as a simulator
for bitrate streaming, can replace real environments for training. However, building simulators may
require significant developer effort to represent the complexities of the environment. Typically, the
reinforcement learning algorithms applied in practice are model-free; while these algorithms learn a
policy to make optimal decisions, they do not learn the dynamics of the environment [2]. Conversely,
model-based algorithms learn a model of how the environment will behave, and then use the learned
model to derive a policy [3]. World-models are a type of model-based reinforcement learning where
a learned model can simulate all aspects of the environment [4]. Recent work [5,6] has shown it is
possible to train agents entirely inside learned world-models of complex environments, rather than
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the real environments themselves. Successfully learning world-models could provide vast benefits:
cheap parallel training, faster training times, safe experimentation, and increased performance through
planning. This work explores whether it is possible to build world-models for bitrate streaming,
and whether world-models can can provide any benefits in learning optimal policies. We provide
experiments that show the performance of an agent trained entirely inside a learned world-model,
and provide sample complexity comparisons with current model-free algorithms. It demonstrates that
world-models can successfully learn simulators from recorded data and world-models can outperform
model-free approaches in low sample regimes.
2. Background
2.1. Bitrate Streaming
Streaming video over variable-bandwidth networks requires a client to adapt to network
conditions to create the optimal user experience [7]. Users like to have high video quality, minimal
buffer pauses, and no noticeable differences in quality between video chunks; these preferences vary
between users and situations. HTTP-based adaptive streaming, through standards such as DASH [8], is
the predominant form of network streaming today. In DASH, videos are stored on servers in multiple
chunks, each holding a few seconds of video. A client-side application makes requests to download
chunks, allowing servers to have stateless backends. Each chunk is encoded at several discrete bitrates,
with higher bitrates containing higher resolution and chunk sizes. Quality-of-Experience (QoE) is the
primary metric to evaluate the performance of the client. A variety of QoE metrics exist, and many
metrics are a function of three factors: maximal resolution, buffering time, and smoothness (rapid
changing of bitrates across consecutive chunks) [1]. Selecting the optimal bitrate is challenging due
to the variability of network conditions [9], and the conflicting QoE requirements. Moreover, bitrate
decisions can have a cascading effect on QoE over the course of the video; for example, a high bitrate
may drain the playback buffer, causing the video to rebuffer in the future [1]. The QoE metric is defined
below for a video of N chunks:
QoE =

N

N

N −1

n =1

n =1

n =1

∑ q( Rn ) − µ ∑ Tn − ∑

|q( Rn+1 ) − q( Rn )|

Here, Rn is the chosen bitrate, q( Rn ) is a quality function on the chosen bitrate, µ is a parameter
constant, Tn is the time to download the chunk, and the final term is the penalty for consecutive changes
in resolution. There are various heuristic-based algorithms for bitrate control. RobustMPC [10], for
example, decides the next bitrate by maximizing QoE across predicted future bitrates in a near horizon,
computed through a harmonic mean; however, it can conservatively estimate throughput and requires
tuning. Heuristics, such as MPC, may perform extremely poorly when their network assumptions are
violated [1]. Pensieve [1] was the first formulation of bitrate streaming as a reinforcement learning
problem, and achieved state-of-the-art results on the problem, outperforming human-engineered
heuristics, including RobustMPC [10], BOLA [11], and buffer-based [12] algorithms.
2.2. Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is a decision making paradigm. In reinforcement learning, an agent takes
actions in an environment to optimize a cumulative reward. Reinforcement learning problems can be
stated as a Markov Decision Process, formally defined with a 4-tuple:
• S is the set of possible states
• A is the set of possible actions available to an agent
• Pst ,a,st+1 is the transition kernel for states and actions, the probability that an action a at state s
leads to state s0
• Rst ,a,st+1 is the reward function, the immediate reward from transitioning to state s0 from s due
to action a
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A policy π, produces an action a given current state s: π (s) → a. The objective of a reinforcement
learning algorithm is to learn a policy that maximizes the expected return in an environment.
∞

π

E[ ∑ γt R(st , at , st+1 ))]
t =0

Here, R(st , at , st+1 ) is the reward given by the policy π selecting action a at time t, and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the
discount factor that determines the importance of future rewards. For γ = 1, if the environment does
not contain a terminal state, or the agent never reaches one, rewards can become infinite. Typically,
reinforcement learning algorithms are evaluated in their performance across episodes, sequences of
actions that ends with a terminal state. Agents initially do not have any knowledge of environments;
agents must balance between exploration of unseen states and exploitation of current knowledge to
find an optimal policy.
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) are MDPs where the state space
may be noisy or not fully observable. Reinforcement learning is concerned with learning a policy
when the environment model is not known in advance. There are two broad classes of reinforcement
learning algorithms: model-free and model-based [3]. Generally, model-free methods learn a policy
without learning a model of environment dynamics, and model-based methods learn a model of
environment dynamics and use the learned model to derive a controller. In practice, there are no
distinct boundaries between these two classes, and some algorithms blur the lines between the
categories [13]. Classical reinforcement learning methods can be untenable on large state and action
spaces; the state space may be too large for the agent to visit exhaustively, and there are large memory
overheads for dynamic programming methods. Deep reinforcement learning has been used to achieve
state-of-the-art results on tasks that were previously computationally prohibitive, such as Atari games
[14] and Go, a complex board game [15]. Agents trained with deep reinforcement learning can learn
complex functions, handle unstructured environment data, and predict quality actions in states
that have never been visited. There are a wide variety of reinforcement learning algorithms with
different use cases and advantages, such as parallelization or properly handling discrete action spaces.
Actor-critic methods [16] have achieved recent success on Atari games, StarCraft [17], and visual
navigation [18] among others. In actor-critic algorithms, a critic network estimates a value-function,
and an actor network updates a policy-network based on the estimations from the critic [19]. This
work uses the A2C algorithm, a synchronous version of the A3C algorithm. For brevity, this work
omits the mathematical details of the A2C algorithm, and refers the reader to the original A3C paper
[16] for more information.
2.3. Motivation for World-Models
Model-free reinforcement learning is notoriously sample inefficient; agents may require tens
or hundreds of millions of interactions to learn complex tasks. Rainbow, a combination of six
extensions to the DQN algorithm, achieved state-of-the-art results for sample efficiency, but still
required 44 million frames to beat existing baselines in the Arcade Learning Environment [20]. Most
current reinforcement learning research is evaluated on simulators, games in the Arcade Learning
Environment, or other video games. While these control problems may be complex and challenging,
one interaction with the environment is typically sub-second. Conversely, many real-world systems can
take several seconds to execute one step. Custom-built simulators are often necessary to successfully
train reinforcement learning agents in these settings. For example, a simulator for bit-rate streaming
can allow an A3C-based agent to experience 100 hours of video in only 10 minutes of training time
[1]. In contrast, training the same agent on the real system would take more than 10 years to receive
enough experience to reach comparable performance [7]. Building simulators may be difficult; custom
simulators require developer effort and domain knowledge, and built simulators may not accurately
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Figure 1. World-model pipeline. An agent trains inside the learned world-model and then is deployed
back into the real environment.

model real-world systems [21]. Some reinforcement learning methods that require high sample
complexity, such as policy gradient methods, cannot be used if the real environment’s interactions take
too long or the simulator is too slow [22]. If one can learn a world-model from recorded data, one
could train an agent inside the world-model without ever interacting with the real system. Agents
can train cheaply in parallel with learned models. A learned environment can execute steps without
waiting in real-time for real-world events, rendering states, or completing computations unrelated to
essential aspects of the environment.
3. World-Models
Model-based RL encompasses a wide variety of methods, including world-models. In this
project, world-models refer to models of the environment that can be fully substituted in place of
the real environment. Some instances of model-based learning may learn the components for a full
world-model, but may not use the model to replace the real environment for training. World-models
typically involve two components, the model of the environment, M, and a controller, C [4]. A
model learns from real interactions with an environment, and these interactions must be gathered
from a controller or logs of previous interactions. A world-model must learn to predict the next
state st+1 and reward rt+1 , given the current state s and action a. Once a world-model has learned
P(st+1 , rt+1 | s, a), M can be substituted in place of the real environment as a world-model. Figure 1
shows a visualization of a world-model pipeline. First, a world-model is learned from recorded
observations. A controller then learns inside the world-model’s hallucinated episodes of the real
environment, which can be transferred back to the real environment during deployment. A controller
may learn policies fully inside of the world-model [6], use the world-model for planning [23], or
use a world-model to augment the real environment [5]. Neural networks can be used as function
approximators to model the environment. In deterministic, predictable environments, feedforward
neural networks can approximate the world-model. However, these networks tend to fail in POMDP
problems [24]. Memories of previous events can assist with the difficulties of POMDPs. The Recurrent
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Figure 2. Recurrent Neural Networks allow the network to retain information over time. Figure
adapted from [25].

Neural Network (RNN) architecture is a class of neural network models that process temporal data.
The following subsection provides an overview of the RNN architecture.
3.1. Generative Models
RNNs can recognize patterns with dynamic temporal behavior and thus serve as the foundation
for many world-models. At each step t, a simple recurrent neural network accepts an input xt , and
outputs a value ht . The RNN passes information from one step of the network to the next. The left side
of Figure 2 displays the recurrent nature of an RNN, and the right displays an unfolded version of a
simple RNN. More complex architectures are used in practice; Hochreiter et al. [26] introduced Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM), a variant of the RNN designed to handle long term dependencies in
input sequences.
The output of an RNN is deterministic; however, an RNN can output the parameters for
probabilistic model to introduce stochasticity [25]. The output distribution is dependent on the hidden
state in the RNN, a representation of previous inputs. Mixture Density Networks (MDNs) [27] are
a class of models that output the parameters to a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), a probabilistic
model composed of several Gaussian distributions with different weights. GMMs contain three
parameters: µ, the centers of each component, σ the scales of each component, and π, the weights
of each component. Rather than performing a regression, this model maximizes the likelihood that
a model gives rise to a set of data points. This model can, in theory, approximate any arbitrary
continuous probability distribution. Graves [25] combined a Mixture Density Network with an RNN
(MDN-RNN), and used the network to achieve state-of-the-art results on handwriting generation.
In a prediction network, the hidden state of the model passes through another layer, outputting the
parameters to a mixture model yt , a distribution modeling the input at the next time step. During
inference, a sample from the mixture model, P( xt | yt−1 ) is then fed as the next input into the network.
This structure allows a RNN to generate entire sequences, where each output is conditioned on a
representation of past states.
3.2. MDN-RNN World-Model
Ha & Schmidhuber [5] used the MDN-RNN to create a hallucinogenic world-model in
reinforcement learning environments, achieving state-of-the-art results on the Car Racing and
VizDoom tasks. Their work is the primary inspiration for the work in this paper. The Car Racing and
VizDoom tasks are stochastic, and the bitrate streaming environment is partially determined by a
stochastic input process, the network bandwidth. The MDN-RNN can handle random discrete events,
such as a monster shooting a fireball in VizDoom. While sampling in MDN-RNN is probabilistic, it
can still form approximations for deterministic properties. The MDN-RNN can fit naturally to bitrate
streaming, as bitrate streaming contains discrete events, such as bandwidth dropping while passing
through a tunnel.
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Figure 3. A state predicting MDN-RNN. Figure adapted from [5].

Ha & Schmidhuber [5] first used a variational autoencoder to compress the state space s into
a latent vector z, and learned a world model with this compressed version of the state space. The
authors train an MDN-RNN to model P(zt+1 | zt , at , ht ), where at is the action take at time t, zt is
the state of the environment encoded as a latent vector at time t, and ht is the hidden state of the
MDN-RNN at time t. The world model is trained using recorded episodes in the teacher forcing
method, where the inputs to the MDN-RNN model in training consist only of the ground truth at
each step. Sampling only occurs during the training of the controller. For inference, the MDN-RNN
uses a softmax layer on the output π’s to form a categorical distribution. The softmax function,
Softmax( xi ) =

exp( xi )
,
∑ j exp( x j )

converts a vector of numbers into a probability distribution where each

component is in the interval (0,1), and the entire vector sums to 1. A sample drawn from this
distribution determines which Gaussian distribution pair, (µi , σi ), is used to sample the actual output.
Ha & Schmidhuber [5] additionally incorporate a temperature hyperparameter τ, which is used
to adjust the randomness during sampling. The logits, components of the π vector before the
application of the softmax function, are divided by the temperature parameter before being scaled into
probabilities. τ is typically set between 0 and 1; however, larger values are used in practice. When τ
trends to zero, the output of the MDN-RNN becomes deterministic, and samples only consist of the
most likely point in the probability density function. Lower temperature values make sampling more
conservative, and the unlikely candidates become even more unlikely to be sampled. Conversely,
higher temperature values make unlikely candidates more likely to be sampled, resulting in more
stochastic predictions.
During sampling, increasing the temperature parameter beyond one makes it possible to add
more uncertainty and stochasticity into the dream environment. A controller trained in a
hallucinogenic world-model with more stochasticity may be trained in a more difficult version of
the real environment. Ha & Schmidhuber [5] found that increasing τ helps prevent a controller from
taking advantage of the imperfections in the world-model, and can guide the controller to more
conservative policies when deployed to the real environment. While the VizDoom and Car Racing
environments have complex visual inputs, Ha & Schmidhuber did not model reward functions in their
experiments. For the hallucinogenic VizDoom world-model, the reward is simply incremented by a
constant, 1, at each time step. Most systems problems do not contain reward functions that are this
trivial.
Ha & Schmidhuber [5] combined an incremental reward function and MDN-RNN state predictor to
form a fully hallucinogenic world model. A controller receives current state s, and takes an action a.
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These are concatenated together, and the RNN outputs the parameters to the MDN. The world-model
presents a sample taken from the MDN as the next state to agent, and the agent receives a reward if
the state is not terminal. Figure 3 displays a visualization of how states are sampled over time in the
world-model.
4. Design
It is straightforward to formulate bitrate streaming as a reinforcement learning problem. The
state s is a vector ( xt , τt , nt , bt , ct , lt ), where xt is the throughput measurement, τt is the download time
of the past chunk, nt is a vector of the m available sizes for the next chunk, bt is the size of the buffer, ct
is the number of chunks remaining in the video, and lt is the selected bitrate of the previous chunk.
The action a is the bitrate for the next chunk, and the reward r per time step is the contribution to the
QoE function for time step t.
Many reinforcement learning algorithms are evaluated on collections of environments, such
as the Arcade Learning Environment [28] , RLLab [29], and OpenAI Gym [30]. These collections have
a common interface and allow researchers to experiment with novel algorithms easily. Moreover, they
allow researchers to easily reproduce and evaluate results. Until recently, there was no easy-to-use
platform for experimenting and benchmarking problems in the computer systems domain. Many
applications of reinforcement learning in computer systems require difficult configurations and
the collection of traces in production systems. Park [7] is a attempt to lower the barrier to entry to
machine learning research in the systems domain. The Park platform consists of 12 systems-centric
environments, including both custom-built simulators and interfaces to real system environments.
Park includes a bitrate streaming simulator that is based on the work in the Pensieve project [1]. This
project leverages the Park simulators for ease of development and training. Algorithms to learn
hallucinogenic world-models must successfully work on these simulated systems environment before
they can be applied to larger, more complex systems, such as an entire data center. Park environments
use an interface similar to OpenAI Gym; agents provide a valid action to the environment and receive
a tuple containing the next state, the reward, and a boolean value marking the end of the episode.
Multiple instances of the same Park environment can easily run concurrently, generating experience in
parallel to speed up training and evaluation. We ported the Park environment to OpenAI Gym for
easier installation and modification.
The default Park formulation uses the linear QoE, a linear combination of the bitrate and
stall, for its quality function. The Park environment [7] supports a set of network traces, containing a
3G/HSDPA mobile data set collected in Norway from commuters in transit [31], such as bus or train
passengers. In order to avoid situations where bitrate selection is trivial (consistent high network
throughput) or impossible (little to no service), the data set only contains traces where the average
throughput is less than 6 Megabits per second (Mbps), and the minimum throughput is greater than
0.2 Mbps [1]. In addition, we have added a test set of extended traces from the Pensieve project to the
Park environment.
4.1. World-Model Design
A fully hallucinogenic world-model requires an accurate state and reward predictor. It is
straightforward to apply the MDN-RNN to predict state in the bitrate streaming environment. The
state space for bitrate streaming is continuous, except for the number of chunks remaining in the video,
which decreases by 1 until the episode ends. These experiments apply the MDN-RNN to the entire
state space and assume that the remaining chunk predictions will contain a small rounding error.
The reward for bitrate streaming, QoE metrics, measures the quality of experience for the
user across the episode but is computed at each step. This computation involves the previous state
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and action, and the current state and action. The action prior to each step, at−1 , is recorded in the
state space at each step, st . If an MDN-RNN is used to predict the next state given an action, we can
apply a function to compute the contribution to total QoE at each step, forming a fully hallucinogenic
world-model. This method also has the advantage of allowing the QoE metric for performance to be
substituted or changed as needed, without retraining the entire model. The reward function at each
step is as follows:
Rewardt+1 = q( at ) − µ(max(τt − bt−1 , 0))− | q( at ) − q( at−1 ) |
Here, µ is the linear QoE parameter constant, (4.3 in the simulator), q( at ) is the quality function on the
current action, max(τt − bt−1 , 0) is the rebuffering time, computed from the previous buffer size and
the time to download the current chunk. | q( at ) − q( at−1 ) | is the penalty term for bit rate change from
the previous action. The world-model presents a state to the agent st , and the agent selects an action at .
The MDN-RNN samples the next state st+1 , and the world-model then computes the reward using
the three inputs it requires: Rewardt+1 (st , at , st+1 ). The world-model then passes the next state and
computed reward to the controller. In the first step of the environment, the bitrate change penalty is
set to 0 because the agent does not have a previous action.
Ha & Schmidhuber [5] used evolutionary algorithms to train their controller inside the world-model.
Instead, we evaluate the ability of a model-free reinforcement algorithm to train inside the
world-model.
4.2. Training Methodology
In theory, model-based algorithms can provide benefits to many systems problems; however,
world-models has been seldom explored on non-robotic real-world problems. While metrics such
as mean-squared error or log-likelihood give an indication of performance and are used to train
algorithms, these measures do not provide an intuitive measure of the robustness of a world-model.
This work considers a world-model to be sufficiently accurate if a model-free algorithm trained inside
the hallucinogenic world-model can achieve similar performance to the same model-free algorithm
trained in the real environment. A model-free agent trained inside of the hallucinogenic world model
will likely not reach the performance of the same agent trained in the real environment, due to
imperfections of the world-model.
First, this project establishes baselines for maximum performance of a model-free agent trained
directly in the Park environment. Furthermore, we establish baselines for two heuristics in the Park
environment, RobustMPC and Buffer-Based. The world-model described above can be constructed
using recorded observations, and a model-free agent can train entirely inside the learned world-model.
We adjust the number of interactions with the environment to establish sample complexity baselines,
and make comparisons with a state-of-the-art model-free algorithm, Rainbow [20].
5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Baselines
For bitrate streaming, this work uses an implementation of the Advantage Actor-Critic (A2C)
algorithm from Stable-Baselines [32], a collection of implementations of common deep reinforcement
learning agents. We obtained a copy of the Park authors’ bitrate streaming agent to validate the
implemented agent used in this project. In correspondence, the authors noted that they added traces
to the repository during publication and that results may have slight differences from the scores in the
original paper. We performed a combination of grid search and refinement by hand on parameters for
the value coefficient, starting entropy coefficient, entropy decay, and optimization algorithm. The
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Figure 4. Training curve of an A2C agent in the bitrate streaming Park environment.

Figure 5. Training curve for an MDN-RNN with 64 units and 5 Gaussians.

entropy was decayed by the entropy rate every 264 steps and stops decaying once the entropy reaches
zero. Figure 4 shows the training curve for the final model-free A2C agent trained entirely inside the
Park environment.
Every 26,400 steps, the policy of the agent is evaluated for 10,000 actions. The solid blue line
represents the average score at each evaluation step, and the shaded portion highlights the standard
deviation. Because the environment is stochastic, the curve is jagged, as evaluating the agent’s
performance regularly with a high number of iterations impedes training. Through correspondence
with the Park authors [7], we received their implementations for the buffer-based and RobustMPC
heuristics. A random agent in the environment receives a score of −5729.3 ± 4250.1. The provided
Buffer-based and RobustMPC agents receive average scores of 237.7 ± 435.4 and 286.2 ± 502.5 over
1000 episodes, respectively.
5.2. Training in a Dream
To construct the world-model, a script collects traces from 10,000 episodes (5 million total actions)
episodes using a random agent; all observations are normalized using min-max scaling from the bounds
of the Park environment. This project uses a version of the MDN-RNN from Ha & Schmidhuber
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Temperature

Dream Score

0.1

2064.1±1.7

0.5

1036.9±253.1

0.75

Real Score

−22010.7±694.1

Test Score

Real (Single Sweep)

−18215.6±

−22010.75±10986.6

−3801.2±2115.6

−2304.6±

−4965.1±4222.8

649.5±136.8

−2461.0±2165.7

−1696.4±

−1159.8±1754.6

1

726.1±177.4

−437.6±776.2

−13.4±

−1317.7±1781.3

1.1

770.0±32.0

159.1±189.7

370.5±

61.2±810.6

1.2

569.7±242.2

220.3±92.9

339.4±

192.3±365.1

1.3

594.0±19.5

175.6±101.2

367.1±

290.1±367.2

1.4

406.8±34.0

235.6±120.4

370.6±

316.7±274.6

1.5

305.5±69.1

309.0±64.5

449.3±

315.3±349.0

1.75

−177.7±36.4

362.4±30.2

444.7±

396.3±279.9

2

−952.0±39.2

402.3±8.8

476.2±

392.2±193.5

2.25

−5686.5±5295.1

−1595.8±3052.8

−1178.3±

132.0±46.1

2.5

−7753.0±5860.0

−1585.1±3039.7

−1267.3±

202.6±383.1

3

−17087.6±5885.9

−3390.0±3106.3

−2570.8±

−5021.2±4105.5

Table 1. World-model temperature parameter sweep. The rightmost column contains the mean episode
score from a single parameter sweep for each corresponding temperature. While a single sweep follows
the general trend of increasing to a peak and then decreasing, the increase and subsequent decrease
in scores are not always monotonic; the rightmost column highlights these discrepancies. Note the
rightmost column contains the standard deviations of the episode scores for each agent, while the other
columns contain the standard error of mean episode scores for three repeated runs.

[5], modified to operate in the native bitrate streaming state space, without an autoencoder. The
MDN-RNN is wrapped by a class to advance the state of the world-model, and compute the reward
function as described above. The wrapped world-model implements the OpenAI Gym interface;
any controller compatible with this interface can train inside the hallucinogenic world-model. The
following section contains the results from training both the MDN-RNN and training a controller inside
the hallucinogenic world-model. The parameters used in these experiments are listed in Appendix A,
and were the same parameters used by Ha & Schmidhuber [5], unless otherwise noted. Because the
state space for bitrate streaming contains 12 values, this project trained the MDN-RNNs using a smaller
hidden state size to reduce possibilities of overfitting. Figure 5 shows the log-likelihood loss during
training for an MDN-RNN with 64 hidden units and 5 Gaussians. We trained the established baseline
agent inside of the fully hallucinogenic world-model. We performed a sweep on the temperature
values to determine how increased difficulty in the world-model provides benefits for translation to
the real environment. Table 1 contains the results of the parameter sweep. For each temperature, an
A2C controller was trained entirely in the world-model with that temperature. Next, the controller
was evaluated across 500 episodes in the dream environment, the actual environment, and a test
environment. This procedure was repeated three times for each temperature value. The first three
columns in Table 1 shows the mean of the average score from each controller instance. At low
temperatures, the agent can reach extremely high scores in the dream environment, but these scores do
not translate to reality; an agent trained in a world-model with a temperature of 0.1 performs nearly
four times worse than the performance of a random agent. As temperature increases, it
becomes progressively more difficult for the agent to earn high scores in the dream environment.
Noticeably, the agents that translate the best to the real environment (see temperature of 2.0) receive
poor overall scores in the dream environment. The temperature hyperparameter can be tuned to find
the optimal translation from the dream environment to the real environment. The average across runs
in Table 1 shows that increasing the temperature increases scores in the real environment, and then
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Temperature

Dream Score

1

−3532.04±2848.57

−1525.94±88.95

1.25

−5666.19±7003.71

−4158.25±2865.73

−1205.58±2329.62

132.80±38.21

1.5

−13128.57±10942.65

−437.6±6462.24

−3375.84±5514.53

320.92±113.37

2

−235.71±13.72

369.18±9.25

478.96±3.26

378.79±309.28

429.08±11.65

557.84±5.87

441.09±316.88

2.25

−1628.17±7.91

Real Score

Test Score
195.52±100.36

Max Average Real Score
282.45±109.67

Table 2. Temperature parameter sweep for a world-model trained from 1M recorded actions. The
rightmost column contains the maximum mean episode score from an agent trained inside the
world-model at the corresponding temperature. Note the rightmost column contains the standard
deviations of the episode scores for that agent, while the other columns contain the standard error of
mean episode scores for three repeated runs.

decreases scores as the environment becomes too difficult to find a translatable policy. However, this
behavior is not entirely consistent if one were to run a single sweep on temperatures. The rightmost
column in Table 1 shows the average scores and standard deviations a single temperature sweep,
tested in the actual environment. While a single sweep follows the general trend of increasing to a
peak and then decreasing, the increase and subsequent decrease in scores are not always monotonic;
the rightmost column in Table 1 highlights these discrepancies. In training, it is possible that an
agent learns to exploit the world-model and fails to generalize to the real environment. The best A2C
agent trained in the world-model received an average score of 408.71 ± 280.6 in the real environment,
which is close but does not beat the average score of 500.5 ± 358.8 for the same model-free agent. The
world-model was trained with a total of 5 million actions in the real environment, and the controller
trained for 10 million actions inside of the world-model. The strictly model-free controller used 10
million actions in the real environment. While the model-free controller took more samples in the real
environment for these experiments, these experiments do not show conclusive benefits concerning
sample complexity.
5.3. Sample Complexity Bounds
5.3.1. Rainbow
To make fair comparisons on sample complexity, we compare our results with the Rainbow
algorithm [20]. Rainbow is considered to be state-of-the-art with regard to sample complexity, and
was used recently in comparisons with a model-based algorithm, SimPLe [6]. We used a Rainbow
implementation from the Dopamine package; further information is provided in Appendix B. We
reduced the number of actions in the real environment to 1,000,000 (1M) for world-model construction
and model-free training. For hyperparameter tuning, we used a combination of grid search and
autotuning to optimize Rainbow. The grid search uses a nearly identical parameter space to [6]; these
parameters are listed in Appendix B. We additionally did 100 iterations of hyperparameter autotuning
with the Optuna framework [33] to optimize the hyperparameter search space with the Tree-Structured
Parzen Estimator method (TPE). TPE attempts to balance exploration versus exploitation by iteratively
selecting hyperparameters with the largest expected improvement on model loss. For more information
on TPE, this work refers readers to the original paper [34]. The best Rainbow model trained for 1M
actions received an average score of 306.35 ± 316.34 in an evaluation of 500k actions.
5.3.2. World-Model Comparisons
We performed experiments training a model-free agent inside of a world-model trained from
lower sample complexities: 1M and 500k actions. Table 2 and Table 3 show the results from these
experiments. Training with lower sample complexities results in much less stability, but still allows
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Temperature

Dream Score

Real Score

Test Score

Max Average Real Score

0.75

550.04±22.86

−813.62±764.66

−403.87±659.83

68.85±826.89

1

453.31±12.76

96.09±50.03

382.93±30.09

151.88±826.91

1.25

291.33±61.87

−37.10±132.88

247.92±87.29

82.31±648.22

1.5

158.27±126.67

280.53±182.38

428.88±83.72

399.79±245.12

Table 3. Temperature parameter sweep for a world-model trained from 500,000 recorded actions. The
data follow the same format as Table 2.
Num. Actions

Agent

Mean Episode Score

STDEV

-

Random Agent
Buffer-based Agent
RobustMPC Agent

-5729.3
237.7
286.2

- 4250.1
435.4
502.5

5M
5M

A2C Model-free Agent
Best World-model Agent

500.5
408.71

358.8
280.5

1M
1M

Best World-model Agent
Best Rainbow Agent

441.0
306.3

316.8
316.3

500k

Best World-model Agent

399.7

245.1

Table 4. Comparison between heuristics, model-free, and world-model agents for bitrate streaming.

for performance that is nearly identical to the 5M-sample world-model. During some runs, an agent
would learn policies that translate poorly into the real environment. Higher temperatures for the
1M-sample world-model in Table 2 result in greater world-model stability, and the performance was
very similar between each repeated run.
The maximum average score of an agent trained in a world-model with only 500k samples
achieved a score of 399.79 ± 245.12, which is higher than the average score of the best Rainbow agent
trained with 1M samples. There is no reason to believe that the Rainbow agent would improve
performance with a lower sample complexity, and thus we did not do further training for this sample
regime.
5.4. Summary
An agent trained entirely inside a world-model was able to achieve performance that was close to
strictly model-free agent. Furthermore, an agent trained inside the world-model beats the scores of the
provided heuristics. Additionally, these world-model agents learn more consistent policies that have
lower variance when compared to the heuristics. The best world-model agents do consistently learn
policies with lower variance than the model-free agents. Finally, the world-model agent was able to
outperform a well-tuned Rainbow agent for lower sample complexities.
5.5. Future Work
Ha & Schmidhuber [5] passed the hidden state of the world-model to their evolution-based
controller at each step. Further work may incorporate passing the hidden state of the world-model to
a model-free controller.
Interpretability has become an issue across all areas of machine learning [35]; a human cannot explain
decisions made by many machine learning algorithms. While not all systems require interpretability,
it is important to have solutions that are easy to understand and debug. Heuristics are often easy
to understand, and can be easily engineered with specific safety properties [7]. When learning
world-models on real systems, it may be essential to have a world-model detect uncertainty or
unexplored parts of the state space and provide this information to the controller. In these cases, a
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controller trained in the world-model could fall back to a heuristic to avoid potentially damaging
decisions.
6. Conclusions
This work does show that it can be straightforward to apply world-models to networking
problems. The MDN-RNN world-model was able to capture the dynamics of the environment;
however, these experiments required proper tuning of the temperature parameter to learn a policy
that can translate into the real environment. Finding the optimal temperature hyperparameter for
other environments may require sweeping several values, and these runs must be repeated. The
optimal temperature was 70% higher than the optimal temperature used by Ha & Schmidhuber [5].
Furthermore, these experiments show a rapid decrease in performance after the sweep passes the
optimal temperature. It may take careful tuning to find the optimal temperature in other environments.
The experiments in this work demonstrate that world-models can successfully learn simulators from
recorded data. Furthermore, world-models can outperform model-free approaches in low sample
regimes. World-models are a promising area of research that may provide benefits for many other
problems in the networking and systems domains.
Acknowledgments: This research was supported by the Alan Turing Institute.

Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ALE
A2C
A3C
GMM
LSTM
MDN-RNN
MDP
MPC
MSE
Mbps
POMDP
RL
RNN
TPE
QoE

Arcade Learning Environment
Advantage Actor-Critic
Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic
Gaussian Mixture Model
Long Short-Term Memory
Mixture Density Network - Recurrent Neural Network
Markov Decision Process
Model Predictive Control
Mean Squared Error
Megabits per second
Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
Reinforcement Learning
Recurrent Neural Network
Tree-structured Parzen Estimator
Quality-of-Experience

Appendix A Bitrate streaming MDN-RNN
Num Steps
Input Sequence Length
Output Sequence Length
Batch Size
RNN Hidden State Size
Number of Gaussians
Learning Rate
Grad Clip
Use Dropout
Learning Rate Decay

4000
12
11
100
0.00005
5
0.005
1.0
False
0

Table A1. Hyperparameters for bitrate streaming MDN-RNN
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Appendix B Rainbow Hyperparameter Search
To make fair model-free comparisons in low sample regimes, we compare our results
with the Rainbow algorithm.
We tuned hyperparameters for a Rainbow agent from
the Dopamine package: https://github.com/google/dopamine/blob/master/dopamine/agents/
rainbow/rainbow_agent.py
Appendix B.1 Grid Search
60 iterations of grid search using the following hyperparameters. All runs used the default
learning rate of 0.09.
•
•
•
•

Target Update Period: {50, 100, 1000, 4000, 8000}
Update Horizon: {1, 3}
Update Period: {1, 4}
Min Replay History: {500, 5000, 20000}

Appendix B.2 Autotuner
100 Iterations of Tree-Structured Parzen Estimator operating in following parameter space. The
learning rate is a continuous interval; all other parameters ranges are integer intervals.
•
•
•
•
•

Learning Rate: (0.01, 0.15)
Target Update Period: (50, 20000)
Update Horizon: (1, 8)
Update Period: (1, 8)
Min Replay History: (100, 40000)
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